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The �rst spetrum of XX Ophiuhi (= HD 161114, SAO 141834, BD{6.4638), obtainedby Mrs. Fleming in 1907 (see Fleming and Pikering 1908), showed the well markedemission line of H�. Annie Cannon in Henry Draper Catalogue lassi�ed the spetrumas Bep, so the star seemed to belong to the group of Be stars. However, substantialdi�erenes in the spetra were found by Merrill (1924), who noted a lot of emission linesof ionised iron (Fe II). Merrill desribed that the enhaned line spetrum is presented ingreater purity than in any ordinary laboratory soure, so sine that time the star hasbeen alled Iron Star. In 1925, however, the absorption lines of the enhaned titaniumspetrum were the dominant feature (Merrill 1926).The optial variability of XX Oph was noted for the �rst time by Woods in 1921(see Cannon 1922). Most of the time the brightness of XX Oph slowly varies aroundthe mean value of V = 9 mag. As an be seen from the historial light urve of Prager(1940), onstruted from the measurements on Harvard plates obtained from 1890 to 1939,XX Oph undergoes oasional one magnitude deep and one to three years long minima.Suh an optial behaviour is well desribed in R Coronae Borealis stars. In spite of that,XX Oph does not belong to this group as no traes of arbon were observed in the spetra.Lokwood et al. (1975) introdued a ool ompanion to the spetrum beause thespetral energy distribution ould be represented by the ontributions of a B0III star andan M6III star. XX Oph has been onsidered to be a mass-exhanging binary star sineLokwood et al. (1975). This was on�rmed by Evans et al. (1993), with a slight hangeof the spetral types of the omponents { B0V and M7III.Interestingly, the optial variability does not seem to be orrelated with the spetralvariability. XX Oph underwent a deep and wide minimum between 1921 and 1922 butthe spetrum remained unhanged. On the ontrary, the strong absorption lines weredisovered in 1925 during the onstant phase at maximum (Merrill 1932).Spetra of some O and B supergiants in the Magellani Clouds show some similaritiesto XX Oph. These supergiants belong to LBV stars (Luminous Blue Variables). However,XX Oph is not so luminous beause it is a giant.Reently, XX Oph has been observed in a deep minimum after 37 years of the maximumbrightness. These variations are presented in Figure 1.Observations presented in this paper are of two kinds, CCD and visual. CCD ob-servations onsist of the HIPPARCOS data (Perryman et al. 1997) from Marh 1990
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(JD 2447960) to Marh 1993 (JD 2449060), ROTSE (Wozniak et al. 2004) from May 1999(JD 2451318) to Otober 1999 (JD 2451482), ASAS{3 (Pojmanski 2002) from February2001 (JD 2451947) to Otober 2004 (JD 2453280), and ESA INTEGRAL Optial Mon-itoring Camera (OMC) from April 2003 (JD 2452753) to Marh 2004 (JD 2453077).Un�ltered ROTSE data were shifted by +0:5 mag to math the other measurements. Vi-sual data were taken from the following organizations: AAVSO (USA), AFOEV (Frane),MEDUZA (Czeh Republi and Slovakia) and HAA VSS (Hungary).The light urve is plotted in Figure 1. Visual data obviously do not attain the preisionof the CCD observations. However, when averaged and smoothed, visual observations area useful tool to judge the long-term optial hanges. In this ase, I used 20-day bins.Seven deep minima have been observed in XX Oph sine 1890. Approximate timingsderived from the historial light urve are given in Table 1. The brightness of XX Ophslowly varied from 8.3 to 9.3 mag between 1968 and Marh 2004, when the gradual fadingby 0.2 mag per month started. It seems that the fading stopped on 2nd September 2004and reahed V = 10:15 mag. The star has never been in maximum for suh a long time(see Table 1).

Figure 1. Light urve of XX Oph from 1974 to 2004. Filled irles represent CCD V -�lteredobservations of ASAS{3, �lled squares are CCD un�ltered observations of ROTSE, the HIPPARCOSmagnitudes are plotted as �lled triangles, while INTEGRAL OMC V -�ltered data are plotted as opensquares. Averaged visual observations with 20-day bins of AAVSO, AFOEV, MEDUZA and HAA VSSare shown as open irles.
We are now experiening the �rst possibility to observe XX Oph in minimum in modernera. Instrumentation and observing tehniques have signi�antly improved in the last37 years, thus we have an unique opportunity to understand XX Oph. The minima ofbrightness are probably aused by sudden weakening of the stellar wind (that is ommonin LBV stars, see Conti 1984) and this is our hane to see the stellar atmosphere. Mainlyspetrosopi observations may reveal important information.
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Figure 2. Detailed light urve of the past four years from 2001 to 2004. The symbols are the same asin Figure 1.
Table 1. Approximate timings of the deep minima of XX Oph.Tmin (year) Tmin;i � Tmin;i�1 (years) note data soure1889 - Prager 19401901 12 Prager 19401915 14 Prager 19401921-22 06 (double minimum) Prager 19401931 09 Prager 19401947 16 Burnham 19771967 20 this paper2004 37 this paper
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